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3 gate (n) a door-like barrier at the entrance 閘門

3 perfectly (adv) completely 完全地

3 still (adj) not moving 靜止的

3 straight (adj) without a curve or bend 直的

3 statue (n) an object that doesn't move and is shaped to look like a person 雕像

3 guard (v) to watch over and protect 守衛

4 tingle (v) to have a slight stinging pain 感到刺痛

4 twitch (v) to make a small movement in the body 抽動

4 wriggle (v) to twist and move part of your body 扭動

4 concentrate (v) to give all your attention to what you are doing 集中精神

6 twisted (adj) strained out of shape 被扭曲變形的
6 wiggly (adj) curved in and out 彎彎曲曲的

6 fidget (v) to make continuous, small movements 動來動去、坐立不安
10 barber (n) a person whose job is to cut hair and shave beards 理髮師

12 champion (adj) first-rate 冠軍、勝利者
12 fancy (adj) complex or elaborate 花哨的

12 stroke (n)
(1) a swimming style 泳姿; 
(2) a single movement of the arms and legs in swimming 划水動作

14 cry (v) to shout 大叫

14 out of sight (phr) not able to be seen 在視線範圍外

14 giggle (v) to laugh lightly and repeatedly in a silly way 咯咯傻笑

16 hardly (adv) almost not 幾乎不

16 give up (phr v) to stop trying 放棄

24 recipe (n) a set of instructions telling you how to cook something 食譜

30 separate (v) to set apart 分開

30 whip (v) to beat food until it becomes thick 攪拌

30 fluffy (adj) soft and light 鬆軟的

30 sponge finger (n) a type of biscuit with a long, thin shape and is soft inside 手指餅乾

30 sprinkles (n) very small pieces of coloured sugar, nuts or chocolate 糖碎
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36 faithful (adj) not changing in your friendship with a person 忠實的

36 zigzag (v) to take a series of sharp turns while you move 之字形
37 pass (v) disappear gradually 逐漸消失

38 runny (adj) (of the nose) producing more mucus than usual 流鼻涕

38 pollen (n) a fine powder produced by flowers 花粉

38 confused (adj) unable to know exactly what is happening 困惑的

38 allergy (n) hypersensitivity reaction to something you have eaten or touched 過敏反應

38 tickle (v) to touch a body part lightly and cause uneasiness 使人發癢的

41 sneak (v) to go somewhere secretly 潛行

41 spring (v) to jump forwards or upwards quickly and suddenly 躍起

42 mushy (adj) soft and having no firm shape 糊狀的

43 clumsy (adj) doing things in a careless and awkward way 笨拙的

43 tip over (phr v) to cause something to fall over onto one side 使翻倒

43 paper napkin (n)
a piece of soft paper used to cover your clothes or clean your mouth while 
you are eating 餐巾紙

44 critter (n) a living thing 生物

44 reckless (adj)
doing something dangerous without thinking carefully about the possible 
results 魯莽的

44 raccoon (n) a small animal with white stripes on its face and a long tail 浣熊

44 serve someone right 
(idiom)

the person deserves to have the bad thing happen to them 活該

46 all along (phr) all the time 貫徹始終
46 burst out laughing (phr) to start laughing suddenly 突然大笑起來
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